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What Do You Choose in Table Service? 
I N the modern household what is more 
essential, what is mon~ often used and 
what lends more to a t empting looking 
meal than china? And it is often so that 
china is an item that is left .to the last to 
be decided upon for the home. The 
luncheon sets are made, the table linens 
purchased and then there is a frantic 
search for china to match them, when in 
reality the procedure should be just r e· 
versed. After carefully .thinking over 
what type of china OPe likes best, what 
sort of meals one will be most apt to 
serve and what sort would go best with 
them at all times, one should buy the 
dishes and then make the luncheon sets 
and table linens match -the dishes. 
A visit to a china store is somewhat 
like a trip to fairyla.Pd where there are 
so many very lovely things to choose 
from, that one becomes lost in the my· 
riad of tempt ing things. But there is a 
way out of the difficulty and tha t is by 
knowing something concerning china be-
fore one starts to buy. 
All dishes ar e made of clay or some 
s imilar substance, treated, burned and 
polished down to the type that is desired. 
A decoration is then placed on them, they 
are marked and sent to the market where 
each kind has an especial name. Ther e 
are heavy dishes, there are thin dishes, 
and there are intermediate dishes, all of 
which serve some purpose and meet 
some need. 
A table service that is very substantial 
in nature and quite rare at the present 
time is the I.ron Stone china or Granite 
china. These dishes are composed of 
feldspar, flint, Kaolin, and clay, while a 
little cobalt oxide gives them their char-
acteri.stic blue-white color. Occassional-
ly this china is decorated, but more often 
it is seen in its plain blue-white beauty. 
There is a china that is often classed 
with Iron Stone china, namely cream 
colored ware, that is identical in com-
position, except that no coloring has been 
added. Along with these heavier chinas, 
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there is another, English ear then ware 
which is chalky white in appearance and 
very substantial. There is usually a 
design on this ware but the figures ar e 
only outlined in color- not filled in. 
Of course, such china known as hotel 
china is classed among the heavy types. 
Ther e are two kinds of hotel china, the 
heavy and the thin. The heavier one is 
made in Trenton, New J ersey, and usual-
ly has a characteristic design, done in 
clear pleasant colors on a 'body part of 
pearly white. The other kind is lighter, 
has a decoration in under glaze and has 
rolled edges to give strength. 
Semi-vitreous porcelain is also ·a 
heavy china. It is a common American 
white-ware pottery. It is usually decorat-
ed in a lively design of excellent colors 
and is really reasonable. 
Among the finer , more delicate chinas, 
we find the Paul Revere china which in 
itself gives a sort of poetic appeal to 
those using i t. The pieces of this table 
service are smaller than those we have 
just described. This china is made of an 
under-glaze painting, a design is made in 
the wet clay and the whole is cover ed 
with a clear glaze. 
Dedham ware is also o.f this nature 
.and is particularly suitable for the ser-
vice of a cool tasty salad. It is usually 
made up in odd pieces and carries its 
customary decoration of rabbits on it. 
Austrian porcelain, especially that 
made before .the war, is composed of a 
soft paste and decorated in colors soft 
and velvety. This china is very thin and 
very delicate. 
Bavarian china is almost like the 
Austrian, being made of a porcelain that 
is fragile and delicate. 
J apanese china is usually thin and 
makes an admirable breakfast set or a 
service typical for a summer cottage, 
or an informal meal on the sun porch . It 
is usually of gay colors and fantastic 
designs that have some symbolic mean-
ing to the race. Some, however, are in a 
soft lovely blue and are most attractive. 
What Lends More to a Tempting Meal Than Good Looking China? And What 
Individuality Each Piece Expresses! 
For fruit, nothing is more lovely than 
the John Ruskin ware for its typical red-
purple coloring lends just the right touch 
to the apples and the right glow to the 
grapes. Bowls and odd pieces of this 
are very charming and br ighten up many 
a breakfast table. Rookwood china is 
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matt glazed and is particularly adapt-
able in a .tea set. It is a thin lovely china 
and looks best on a tea wagon. A very 
feminine and delicate china is the Amer-
ican Belleck which is studio painted. 
Another charming breakfast set is the 
Newcomb china, usually made in matt 
glazes. It is also made . in glassy glazes 
and always has a very conventional de-
sign that adds to its uniqueness. The 
ever famous Haviland chjna makes an 
excellent dinner service in its pleasant 
design and its delicate thinness. In this 
set the soup tureen is especially grace-
ful in design. 
There are also some very expensive 
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chinas that might be mentioned. There 
is the Servres porcelain which is the fin-
est made. It is decorated in the famous 
Sevres blue and each piece is perfect 
with no mechanical dP.fect discernible. A 
chocolate set in this china is very lovely. 
Then the Royal Doulton china is en-
crusted in gold and costs as much as 
$100 per piece. One unusual feature of 
this china is that each piece is different 
in design from the others but yet has a 
certain resemblance .that makes it a com-
plete set. 
Royal Copenhagen service is especially 
made and costs as much as $10,000 a set. 
It is fired to the very highest tempera-
tures possible and skillful artists decor-
ate it in the blues and grays for which 
it is famous. The .body of .the china is 
very beautiful and very delicate. This 
china really is for a very formal state 
dinner rather than for home service. 
So out of all this world of dishes there 
is surely a set somewhere that is meant 
for you and your own little home. Just 
look about you, decidP. from all the vast 
number of dishes there are and you will 
find one whether it 1be Iron Stone china, 
John Ruskin ware (lr Haviland, that 
exactly suits your need and you will 
agree that indeed the world is full of a 
number of things, especially dishes. 
The Home We Had to Have-and Had It 
By KATHERINE GO EPPINGER 
A Trellised Porch, a Window Box, a Few Shrubs and-the Cottage Becomes 
a Palace! 
FOR weeks the engaged couple had 
spent all their time together tramp-
ing across vacant lots or gazing raptur-
ously into shop windows. Slowly the 
house of their dreams was given shape 
in their minds. They agreed perfectly to· 
each minute detail, for her ideas were 
his. He thought her the most accom-
plished little girl in .the world arid gazed 
at her with his heart in his eyes as she 
asked, "Paul, isn't this a beautiful lot? 
We will have a little Dutch colonial house 
right on this very spot. It will be paint-
ed white and of course it must have 
green shutters. I'll have ruffled curtains 
and a shady little porch where I can wait 
for yo'u every night." 
That night .the couple called on Paul's 
chum who was an architect. They 
described their little dream home to him 
and waited eagerly as he sketched some 
plans and estimated the cost. Finally he 
said that he believed that the house 
could be built for about five thousand. 
Dot gasped-"Five thousand! Where 
will we get the money?" 
Then there would be furniture to buy, 
too. After much figuring and arguing it 
was decided that it could not be done 
for less and $5,000 was out of the ques-
tion. 
Dot's visit to the city of her future 
home ended that week and she was 
obliged to leave for New York with no 
definite plans completed. The case seemed 
hopeless and Paul's letters · were very 
downhearted. 
Several weeks later he had a sudden 
inspiration. Camp Dodge barracks were 
being sold and moved all over the sur-
rounding country. He could buy a )louse 
20'x20', which had accommodated a squad 
of men, for $60.00 and for $100.00 he 
. could have it moved onto the lot which 
was a wedding gift from his parents. In 
his spare time he would remodel it into 
a bungalow. 
The plan was soon under way, the 
$30.00 excavation made and the house 
moved on to the lot. It was placed at 
the back of the lot so that eventually 
.they could build their dream house in 
front and remodel the Camp Dodge house 
into a garage. Paul was an industrious 
young fiance and did much of the labor 
on the house in his spare time. His 
motto was the proverb "Work in youth 
is repose in age." 
He laid a tile foundation and cement 
basement floor, installed a second hand 
furnace, built the chimney, shingled the 
roof, wired the house and installed the 
electric fixtures. Besides this he did part 
of the labor on other parts o-f the con-
struction. Many of the finishing touches 
were added after the couple moved into 
their home. 
Today a winding brick walk leads to 
the plastered bungalow which is crowned 
with a cheery red roof. Trellises have 
been placed ·where clinging vines may 
climb up either side of the front door 
and flower boxes add a homelike atmos-
phere to the windows. 
The interior of the house is divided in-
to a combination living and dining room 
10'x19', a bed room 9'x9', a kitchen 5'x9'. 
a bathroom 5'x7', a shower and two 
closets. The arrangement is compact 
but simple. The total cost of the house, 
which was · built in 1920-21 while prices 
were still high, was $1289. Of course 
this includes none of the .furnishings, 
but among the wedding gifts was much 
of the furniture. Dot has furnished her 
home in an attractive manner which 
makes it cozy and homelike. 
In the dining corner of the living room 
is a gate legged table which expands to 
seat eight people. When pushed back, 
this table takes up very little space in 
the living room. The kitchen is very 
compact and a decided step saver. 
The happiness of Dot's surprise was 
worth every ounce of effort that Paul had 
With Cnmfortable Living Rooms Any 
Young Couple May be Well Conte::~t 
Without Space for Extra Occasions 
put into the construction and her clever-
ness in arranging and decorating the in-
terior helped to cover· the less beautiful 
spots that to· P·aul had seemed uncover-
able. She so carefully and tastefully dec-
orated the rooms in quiet, restful colors 
that they do not become monotonous, even 
tho they are constantly in sight of the two. 
A detailed account of the expenses 
follow: 
Camp Dodge house _____________ $ 
Moving house onto loL _______ ,_ 
Basement excavating labor ____ _ 
60.00 
100.00 
30.00 
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Cement and sand for basement 
floor (self labor)-------------
Second hand furnace (self labor) 
Tile foundation (self labor) ____ _ 
Chimney (self labor)-----------
Roof, (self labor)--------------
Lumber for exterior and interior 
nishing, cupboards, doors and 
windows ---------------------
Carpenter's labor --------------
Kellastoned exterior and par.tial 
labor ----------------------- -
Electric wiring and fixtures (self 
labor) -----------------------
Interior painting and papering __ 
15.00 
43.00 
76.00 
30.00 
75.00 
155.00 
·24.00 
60.00 
75.00 
61.00 
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Plumbing, labor and fixtures____ 300.00 
Miscellaneous labor 
$1104.00 
185.00 
TotaL ________________ ---$1289.00 
The house has been used just one year 
and is warm, comfortable, convenient 
and compact, having all the convenience 
ot a modern apartment and the privacy or 
the separate house. Who would forego 
the pleasure of owning your own home 
and miss all .the joys of planting your 
own flowers, shrubs and even vegetable 
garden? Ask the owners! 
Preparing to Meet the Linen Needs of Bridedom 
THE feeling of security and well-being 
which a chest of household linens 
gives to the heart of a housekeeper is a 
pleasure belonging to the bride who · 
comes to her new home well provided 
with table linen. This feeling seems to 
be an instinct of womankind. When 
grandmother was a bride she had the 
same love and desire for beautiful linen. 
Tho her granddaughter has luncheon 
sets and doilies about which grandmother 
knew nothing, the twentieth century 
bride could use perfectly well the same 
linen table cloths tha.t her grnndmother 
hemmed for an old-fashioned hope chest. 
She is lucky, indeed, if she has any 
pieces of linen from that source. 
In this age of substitutes and skillful 
imitation, the modern bride finds more 
difficulty in selecting real linen. There 
are cotton materials so cleverly woven 
and processed as to look exactly like 
linens, and the price is often the only in-
dicator of a difference. 
For seve11al years, there has been a 
scarcity of linen on the market, due di-
rectly to the war, because the flax fields 
of Russia and Belgium were neglected. 
The term "Irish" linen is miselading. 
Ireland produces only a · handful of the 
world's crop, while Russia normally 
grows 81 percent. Belgian linen is the 
finest because the type of flax grown there 
is the best. America's contribution of 
flax is negligible. 
When the bride distinguishes linen by 
the trade mark, she sighs perhaps at it's 
difference in price over cotton. If she 
knew the care flax demands in cultiva-
tion- hand sowing, hand cutting, weed 
pulling, the 30 processes it must undergo 
before it is ready to· sell-she would no 
longer lament the high price. The pro-
cess takes from 13 to 30 weeks. 
Why shouldn't America import the 
yarn and weave the material? With her 
manufacturing facilities sur ely might she 
not save time and money? 
The manufacturer enumerates to the 
bride his r easons for not following this 
suggestion: 
(1) The atmosphere in America is too 
dry for weaving linen. 
(2) The atmosphere is too dry for 
bleaching properly. 
(3) It takes four to six times as many 
workers to produce linen as cotton. With 
America's high wage standard, this 
would make the price of flax prohibitive. 
By HELEN PASCHAL 
He might tell her the value of un-
bleached linen. It is much cheaper and 
it whitens out beautifully after a few 
washes and some sunshine. Even at 
first it is not impossible to use in this 
day of popularity for unbleached muslin. 
The bride's mother or grandmother may 
. through long experience with fabrics be 
able to distinguish linen by such simple 
t est's as a certain wholesome odor, a 
smoothness to the touch and a feeling 
of· "life" or resilience, which give the 
fabric an irresistible charm. Contrary 
to most materials, color has no part in 
the beauty of damask. Att~activeness of 
appearance is due to designs which are 
visible against the same color background 
because of being cleverly woven to re-
flect the light at different angles. 
The mother watches for and recognizes 
the "sheen," an inher ent quality of linen 
caused by pounding of the flax during 
the manufacturing process. · She knows, 
too, that linen launders more easily than 
cotton-cleans with less effort expended. 
On .the other hand, substitutes may be 
'as stiff and crackly as is linen. This is 
from the "sizing" used to cover up injur-
ies caused by chloride of lime in bleach-
ing. Cotton substitutes are lighter, weigh-
ing less than the four and one-half ounces 
of linen which make up a square yard The 
surface of cotton becomes more fuzzy 
than that of linen when crumpled. 
Tests that the more scientifically mind-
ed modern woman may make, follow: 
1. Sulphuric acid 'test: Boil a sample 
of goods to be tested in concentrated 
acid for sixty seconds. Linen threads 
will weaken. Cotton will be entirely 
destroyed. 
2. Caustic Potash: Heat sample in 
s.trong solution for two minutes. Linen 
will turn brown and cotton pale yellow-
ish in color. 
3. Ravel the sample and break the 
threads. Fuzzy ends denote cotton, 
while linen threads will have pointed 
ends. 
'The bride will find many beautiful de-
signs in table damask. She will find both 
pattern pieces sold in certain lengths 
wi.th center designs and small all over 
designs on linen sold by the yard. The 
latter kind wears better than the large 
figured designs since large figures expose 
too long surface threads that are more 
easily destroyed. Becau;;e of these long 
threads they are also harder to iron 
evenly. 
Though the yard damask has no border 
across the ends, it is almost as good look-
ing s ince carefully wrought French hems 
across the ends, modeled from the tiny 
stitches of grandmother's linen, make 
the lovely fin ish of hand hemmed table 
linen. 
For the pattern cloths there are pat-
tern napkins to match. For the yard 
linens, napkins are cut from the material 
and French hemmed, in the same way as 
is the table cloth. 
These pieces may be bought already 
hemmed. The bride who cannot sew or 
has not time to sew may supply her 
needs with these but the amateur seam-
stress is fortunate indeed if she can put 
in her own stitches, since nothing is so 
lovely as hand made work. 
Besides table cloths, there are beau-
tiful linen luncheon sets in all styles-
square cloths, round cloths, runners, 
doilies-all with matched napkins. Many 
housekeepers prefer them for breakfast 
and luncheon though table cloths are al-
ways to be used for dinner. 
In the case of Maderia doily sets, there 
is no equal to be made at home. The 
embroidery on these linen pieces is beau-
tiful and .the price is reasonable. Nothing 
is as pretty as a luncheon table set with 
Madiera doilies and the bride is lucky 
who counts them among her table linens. 
There is a certain joy to the heart of 
the housekeeper in laundering linen 
damask. She puts a damp lifeless piece 
of white cloth on her ironing board and 
pushes her .iron to and fro until the cloth 
begins to shine. She irons and irons 
and presently she has under her hands a 
sparkling, "living" thing of beauty. She 
hangs the folded piece to dry thoroughly; 
eventually it becomes the basis of a 
beautifully set .table where silver, flowers 
and china are merely a,ccompaniments 
to the shining white linen beneath. 
The luncheon cloths which the house-
wife uses for the less important meals of 
the day may also be easy to iron. Con-
sidering economy of time they are easier 
because although linen irons easily and 
beautifully it takes time to thoroughly 
dry out the dampened material. 
Runners of fine crash quite often not 
all linen, are easily made. Brilliant 
colors in simple designs made by long 
stitches are suitable decoration. One 
runner for a table to be set for two people 
or two runn.ers crossed in the middle for 
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four are all the cover that is necessary 
for the table. 
From unbleached muslin, Indianhead, 
or part linen materials may be made 
square luncheon cloths, hemmed about 
the edge with long stitches in colored 
floss or French hemmed with thread. 
Conventional designs to be found in any 
woman's magazine may be traced or 
drawn in the corners and worked in 
long stitches. Several stranded cotton 
embrodiery floss will not fade when 
washed wi.thout boiling. 
Border or inserts of fine colored ging-
hame in plain or checked designs are 
sometimes used for attractive trimmings. 
In this case unless fine materials are used 
for both center and trimmings, the rna-
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terials should be shrunk to insure 
smoothness after laundering. 
For damask .table covers silence cloths 
are necessary. They serve the double 
purpose of deadening the sound of silver 
and china and of improving the appear-
ance of the table. A combination silence 
cloth and asbestos protective pad may be 
purchased with additional sections for 
the enlarged table when extra leaves are 
added. Heavy napped material in differ-
ent widths may be bought by the yard at 
department stores. Mats for hot dishes 
may be necessary on thinner silence 
pads, tho if the pad is too thick they may 
be undesirable. The ·only requirement is 
that the table surface must be smooth 
when the cloth is laid over the pad. 
The table top must be protected by 
mats under hot dishes when luncheon 
cloths and doilies are used. Mats in 
different sizes, with covers to be removed 
for laundering are on sale in any store. 
If the table is to be left bare with only 
a centerpiece when not in use, its ap-
pearance must be protected by .these 
means. 
Wi'th a hope chest filled with a suffic-
ient number of mats to insure safety, sev-
eral clever, well designed, and pleasing 
luncheon sets for daily use, and a few, 
doubtless very few, linen cloths with 
matched napkins for the more formal 
occasions, the bride may rest assured 
that she will be well prepared for any 
occasion which she may be called upon 
to meet. 
Canning Without Mother for a Helper 
"CANNING-such an old, old story!" 
Yes, but so is cooking, sewing, 
cleaning, washing and any form of house-
work. But just so long as the supply of 
housekeepers is replenished in June 
quantities, so long will there be women 
who have questions about housekeeping 
subjects. 
The bride wants to be economical and 
to help ·her husband make his fortune 
right away, so what can be a better 
start in that direction than to can her 
fruits and vegetables, for future war 
against the H. C. L.? 
Of course she helped mother with the 
home canning and so long as she could 
ask questions when in doubt she got 
along beautifully. But, oh, there are so 
many things she is not just sure about, 
now that she is dependent upon herself, 
and has no private t elephone connections 
with her mother. 
What kind of questions does she ask? 
They •are many. 
What is the best type of jar to buy? 
Personally I like a glass top jar with a 
wire top for sealing. It is easy to handle 
when hot and the top is good to be used 
time and again until it is broken. How-
ever, the screw top and vacuum seal 
styles may be used with safety, provided 
the lids and rubbers are whole and good. 
How can one tell the best rubbers? 
Before buying a rubber, take one from 
the box and give it these tests. Pull it 
twice its length, bend together as if mak-
ing a crease, then twist one side several 
turns. If it comes back to shape, after 
this treatment, it is a good rubber. If 
it doe$ not, it is not safe to trust, and 
another kind should be tested. 
What equipment i s essential? 
Equipment for home canning need not 
be elaborate. A flat bottomed vessel 
with a cover, tall enough to hold jars in a 
vertical position, and a rack or false bot-
tom, to hold them away from too close 
contact with the fire, are needed for ster-
ilization. Then the blanching vessel for 
hot water into which the product is low-
ered for scalding, and ·a vessel for the cold 
dip may be pans or kettles used reg-
ularly in the kitchen. A jar lifter for re-
moving the jars from the hot bath, a nar-
row spatula for packing material into 
the jars, a wire basket or muslin sack 
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for blanching, a spoon and a paring knife 
complete the list of essentials. 
Is it necessary to sterilize the jar be-
forehand if the product is to be cook ed 
in it? 
If the product to be canned is cooked 
less than 30 minutes, the jar, lid and 
rubber should be sterilized first. If long-
er than 30 minutes is required, then wash-
ing and scalding are sufficient. 
Should the· vessel in which the product 
is being cooked be covered? 
Always, as much of the flavor is lost 
thru the steam. 
What should be done if the rubber slips 
out from ttnder the lid when the jar is 
being sealed? 
If the rubber stretches and slips from 
.under the lid while sealing the jar, re-
move this rubber, put on a new one that 
has been sterilized, return the jar to the. 
hot water bath . and boil five minutes 
longer. 
Why does the jar lose liquid when cook -
in(ll' 
Jars loose liquid in cooking if they are 
filled with cold instead of hot liquid; if 
the liquid is not "paddled" well around 
the produot; if the product is insufficient-
ly blanched; if the water in the steriliz-
ing vessel does not cover the top of the 
jar, or if the lid on the jar fits too loosely. 
Will the prodttcts keep if the jar is not 
full or should m ore material be added to 
fill the jar? 
Canned products will keep, if properly 
sterilized, even tho the jar is not full. If 
after shrinkage, more material should be 
added, it would necessitate complete re-
sterilization. Water need not be added 
to fill a jar after sterilization since there 
is no special need for preserving water. 
l s sugar always necessary to keep 
fmits? How much should be used? Is 
salt essential to k eep vegetables? 
Salt is added to vegetables for flavor 
only, as is sugar to fruits, tho both, be-
cause of their osmotioc pressure, keep the 
product in better shape and color. The 
syrup considered standard is two meas-
ures of sugar and one of water, and is 
the one most extensively used. This is 
sweet enough for acid fruits and may be 
made with less sugar for the more sweet 
fruits. 
How long should different products be 
boiled? 
T.he following time table for blanching 
and sterilizing in cold pack canning is 
given in bulletin No. 41, Agricultural Ex-
t E.nsion department, Iowa State College: 
For safety, add 30 minutes to the boil-
ing time given for asparagus, beans, 
greens and peas. 
(This time table as quoted will be 
found on page fifteen) 
When should one begin to count time? 
Count time when the water is at a 
jumping boil and keep it boiling con-
stantly for the time given. If under-
cooked, the product will not keep while 
if overcooked, it may loose its flavor, 
color and texture. 
Why do glass jars sometimes crack up-
on being removed from the hot water 
bath? 
A hot jar often breaks because it is 
suddenly exposed to a cool draft, and the 
contraction of the surface of the glass 
causes the crack or break. It should be 
protected from any cool air currents 
while and immediately after it is being 
r emoved from the water. 
Shoul'd the lid on a screw top jar be 
tightenecl after the jar has cooled? 
Be sure that all seals are perfect while 
they are still hot, but do not tighten the 
lid of a screw top jar after it has cooled, 
as to do so would break the seal. 
Is it true t hat canned goods should be 
stored in a dark place? 
Always store jars in a cool dark pl•ace 
since intense light will cause the product 
to lose its color. 
Exceptions will necessarily arise in 
every home, but a few general rules, ones 
that have been tried and proven most 
satisfatcory, will act as a guide to any 
new or doubtful home maker. Always is 
there mother or some kind friend to 
whom she may go for advice in extreme 
cases ,and experience will prove the best 
help of all. Even burned finger.s and a 
few failures are small Items when com· 
pared to the glory of helping either the 
brand new or the substantial less-new 
husband in his efforts to fortune-find. 
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Summing Up the Serving of Well Planned Meals 
By N. BETH BAILEY, Associate Professor of Home Economics 
BREAKFAST 
Sunday 
Grapefruit 
Corn Flakes Cream 
Buttered Toast 
Coffee 
Monday 
Apricots and Rice 
Cream Sugar 
Graham Muffins 
Coffee 
Tuesday 
Rhubarb Sauce 
Oatmeal Cream 
Warmed Rolls 
Coffee 
Wednesday 
Strawberries on Puffed Wheat 
Buttered Toast 
Coffee 
Thursday 
Half Orange 
French Toast Maple Syrup 
Coffee 
Friday 
Stewed Prunes and Rhubarb 
Cream of Wheat Cream 
Hot Toast Coffee 
Saturday 
Fresh Berries on 
Shredded Wheat Biscuit 
Coffee Cake 
Coffee 
THE menus given here were made for 
a family of average means, who have 
a ~arden or who have access to fresh 
vegetables and fruits. Of course, very 
few families could carry out this week's 
menus in full since a menu is a very 
personal piece of work that must be fit-
ted and molded to suit specific needs. 
In this plan, the breakfast is very light, 
consisting usually of fruit, cereal, hot 
bread, and beverage. It will be noted 
that there is no repetition in the fruit or 
cereiiJServed with the exception of the 
berries which may be served often dur-
ing their short season. The man of the 
family may need an egg; the children 
will need milk. It is not necessary to 
serve a large amount of fruit, but fruit in 
some form is most important as a starter 
for the day. 
The dinner menus are of two courses, 
using a variety of meats and plenty of 
vegetables. The light berry and fruit 
<lesserts are far more attractive at this 
time of the year than heavy puddings 
and pies. So in the Thursday menu one 
could substitute a berry batter pudding 
or berries and cream instead of the Dutch 
apple cake. If pies are served, the fruit 
pie~ and one crust pies are desirable. The 
tartness of a lemon pie makes it a wel-
come warm weather dessert. To .those 
who can make frozen desserts easily, the 
problem is simple since a sherbet or ice 
cream is considered a treat by most 
everyone. The new vacuum freezers 
DINNER 
Rcast Leg of Lamb Mint Sauce 
in Cream New Potatoes 
Buttered Asparagus 
Shredded Lettuce 
Rhubarb Sherbet 
Hot Rolls 
French Dressing 
Angel Cake 
Coffee 
Rolled Flank Steak Browned Potatoes 
Creamed Celery Radishes 
Graham Bread 
Strawberry Shortcake 
Chartriuse of Rice and Meat 
Creamed New Peas 
Bread Current Jelly 
Fresh Pineapple Salad 
Coffee Cookies 
Veal Steak Mashed Potatoes 
Buttered Beets 
Bread 
Raspberry Whip 
Butter 
Salt Wafers 
Coffee 
Pork Tenderloin Lemon Sauce 
Baked Potatoes 
Graham Bread 
Head Lettuce with Thousand Island Dressing 
Dutch Apple Dressing 
Fish Fillet 
Lemon Pie 
Creamed Potatoes 
Sliced Cucumbers 
Brown Bread 
Coffee 
Beef Pot ·Roast Mashed Potatoes 
Brown Gravy 
Buttered new Peas 
Beet Pickles 
Bread Butter 
Jelly Roll 
prcve very satisfactory for sherbets and· 
require very little attention. Lucky is 
the family that can use ice freely in mak· 
ing frozen desser-ts, but one must con-
sider the cost of ice and salt in using this 
type of dessert. 
In the early summer lamb is found in 
most markets and, if well prepared, it is 
a pleasing relief from pork and beef. It 
is well to give stews and roasts a little 
rest at this season by using more of the 
smaller cuts as steaks, chops, and com-
bination dishes. So, too, it is well to 
use the fresh vegetables and salad greens 
in many ways and often. One d.oes not 
mind repetition of tomatoes, cucumbers, 
new peas, asparagus, and string beans. 
As to .the supper menus, those listed 
may look too light for some families, but 
it would seem wiser and more economical 
of the housewife's time to have larger 
servings and fewer prepared dishes. At 
this time of the year, most of the supper 
dishes may be cold, tho one hot dish 
makes a more pleasing menu. 
The Sunday meals are planned with a 
light breakfast and supper to balance the 
hearty dinner. Many families prefer to 
serve a more simple Sunday dinner us-
ing foods that can be prepared the day 
before, in this way giving the housewife 
a day of rest. In this meal, the leg of 
lamb could be baked on Saturday. So 
too, the potatoes may be cooked and just 
heated up in .the white sauce, while one 
heats the rolls and cooks the asparagus. 
SUPPER 
Cottage Cheese and Tomato Sandwich 
Angel Cake Blackberry Jam 
Tea 
Escalloped Potatoes and Eggs 
Carrot and String Bean Salad 
Rolls 
Rhubarb Sauce Cookies 
Creamed Omelet with Peas 
Hashed Brown Potatoes 
Baking Powder Biscuit Orange Marmalade 
Bread 
Tea 
V e!retable Salad 
Olives 
Marshmallow Gingerbread 
Whipped Cream 
Tea 
Asparagus and Egg Loaf 
Butter 
Apple Pickles Bread 
Cinnamon Toast Tea 
Macaroni and Chipped Beef 
Shredded Lettuce Salad 
Bread 
Fruit Gelatin 
Tea 
Baked Beans 
Butter 
Wafers 
Brown Bread Apple Jelly 
Green Onions and Radishes 
Fresh Pineapple Sauce Cup Cakes 
If one gets the sherbet ready made this 
dinner could be easily prepared in three 
quarters of an hour. It seems quite a 
pity to develop the idea · of a big ban-
quet menu on Sunday, although in too 
many homes this custom prevails to the 
extent that the mother has the busiest 
kitchen day of the week. Then after 
dinner, there is that big stack of dishes 
to do while the man of the family reads 
the paper and enjoys the seventh day. 
If the dish supply allows, it is well to 
stack the dishes until a future time when 
one does not have on her best dress. 
With careful planning the family may 
enjoy a good dinner and the housewife 
ma.y also find time to enjoy her family, 
her home, and Sunday. 
For Monday breakfast, the rice may be 
cooked in a fireless cooker over night or 
it can be cooked in thirty minutes in a 
big kettle of boiling salted water. Any 
dried or fresh fruit is served on rice to 
~ive a change in flavor . . The question of 
hot breads at breakfast is a matter for 
f;ach family to settle. In many homes, 
toast is the standby, while in others we 
find a woman who can stir up a "batch" 
of muffins in no time. Muffins cart be 
1·aried not only by using different kinds 
of flours, but by adding fresh blueberries, 
raisins, or dates. Fortunate is the family 
that has one member who likes to make 
muffins. 
A rolled flank s teak is an inexpensive 
cut of meat that may be made very ac· 
ceptable by long slow cooking. In place 
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of the celery one could use turnips, cauli-
flower, cabbage or any vegetable in sea-
son but with this menu a creamed vege· 
table is better than a baked, fried, or 
buttered vegetable. Shortcakes are so 
quickly prepared . and may be made by 
using any fresh, dried and canned fruit 
with cream, soft custard, or a sauce. 
For Monday evening, a vegetable salad 
is suggested to emphasize the importance 
of using vegetables in season. There is 
no meat used since the meal seems quite 
he3.rty enough. Another point .to notice 
in this meal is that in its preparation one 
does not use a frying pan. 
On Tuesday, the lamb from Sunday 
and the flank from Monday combine to 
form the chartreuse. To make this use 
one cup of rice cooked in two quarts of 
water. Drain and use to line a greased 
mold. Fill the center with one pint 
of chopped meat or fish, one cup of 
tomato sauce, and one beaten egg. Spread 
cooked rice over the top and bake thirty 
minutes. A fruit salad makes a . good 
type of dessert here since one does not 
need more starch. 
There is no finer supper dish for sum-
mer than an omelet. A creamy omelet 
is especially delightful when served with 
cheese, peas, asparagus, celery, tart jelly, 
or bacon. For a three egg omelet-add 
1h cup of medium white sauce (1 cup 
milk, 2 t•bsp. flour, 2 tbsp. fat) to the 
beaten yolks ·and fold into the mixture 
the stiffly beaten whites. The great pre-
caution with an omelet is to cook it 
slowly and not scorch or over cook it. 
When the omelet is puffy and dry, not 
tough, turn onto a hot platter and pour 
over it the creamed peas or other 
creamed mixture. 
For Wednesday supper another vege-
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table combination is used for the main 
dish-as beets, onions, cabbage, and 
cheese or a pickle. Most any vegetable 
if well seasoned with salad dressing may 
be used. 
Hot gingerbread makes such a good 
dessert and it is really so easily made. 
Marshmallows may be put between two 
layers of hot gingerbread and the whole 
cake put back in a warm oven just long 
enough to soften the marshmallows. This 
is served with whipped cream, thin 
cream or a vanilla sauce. 
The Thursday breakfast seems more 
like a winter meal but even in summer 
there is dry •bread that must be used. 
This may appear either at breakfast or 
supper as French toast or as milk toast 
with or without a jelly or bacon. 
In most cities now one can buy pork 
tenderloin. Eveil tho it is high in price, 
rne must consiller that there is no wast0 
at all Too often the so called cheap 
cut.-; of meat arc expensive per pound of 
edible meat minus bone and gristle. Pork 
ter.derloin may be cut into patties one 
inch ·thick an•l pounded flat. Season, roll 
in tlour, and brown in a little fat . Cover 
;mel steam ten minutes, then add milk or 
crPam and cook fifteen minutes. Lemon 
or tomato juice may 'be added to this 
sauce to give a tart flavor, though some 
prefer to add a teaspoonful of horse-
radish. Two tenderloins flattened with 
a broad knife may be baked with a bread 
dre ssing in between the two layers. Cov-
Pr the top with salt pork or bacon an(! 
bake thirty minutes basting frequently. 
The egg loaf with asparagus for Thurs· 
day supper can also be made with or 
without cheese. Cooked celery could be 
used in place of tbe asparagus to make 
a delicious supper dish. 
Line a mold with cooked asparagus. 
Fill with the following mixture. One cup 
white sauce, two hard cooked eggs, one 
cup of cooked asparagus cut in Yz inch 
pieces, and the yolks of six eggs beaten 
with one whole egg. 
Too few people use fish. Even in 
Iowa it is possible to get good fish now 
and then and one should grasp the op-
portunity for a relief from meats. It is 
always possible to get canned fish flakes, 
salmon, shrimp, crab, and codfish. All 
of these can be made into many dishes 
as escollopes, croquettes, loaves, in 
salads, and in combiantions with rice, 
potatoes or other vegetables. 
On Saturday, there appear several 
foods that require considerable cooking. 
Since in most families this day is used 
to prepare the Sunday meals. So on 
this day the pot roast may be reserved 
on Sunday and the baked beans and the 
cup cakes can well form a foundation for 
the Sunday evening meal. Many house-
wives always prepare fruit jelly, a meat 
loaf, salad dressing, cake, cookies, nut 
bread, or other "come handy" foods to 
take care of the Sunday meals. 
Planning meals for a family is a fasci-
nating problem. There is no limit to 
the possibilities of variety. There is no 
cause for monotony. The needs of the 
family is the objective. Fruits, vege· 
tables, milk, eggs, cereals in countless 
combinations are found in abunda.nce on 
our marketR. If you find you are dis-
satisfied with your meals try making out 
--,..nr menus for a week in advance. Do 
thi~ for three or four weeks ~.nd study 
~nd criticise them as thoroughly as you 
do the menus found in p<tpen and mag-
azines. And remember always the secret 
to success is variety. 
Find~ng Brushes to Fit Special Needs 
By GLENNA HESSE, Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
" B RUSHES,· brushes everywhere, so 
not one speck of dust" is the reply 
Mrs. Modern Housewife can give to her 
friends in answer to their inquiry, "How 
do you keep the dust out of so many tiny 
places in your house?" Since it is a 
universal question, and one so often 
·asked, I wonder if everyone knows the 
wide assortment of brushes on the market 
today. 
There are big brushes, little brushes, 
fat brushes, scrawny brushes, white 
brushes, black brushes, in fact, just as 
many kinds of brushes as there are 
corners into which dust may settle. 
If they are so plentiful why aren't they 
more jn use? Mainly because many a 
housewife does not know that they exist, 
and often oa.nnot afford all of them, even 
tho she knows of their value to her. 
Just where shall we start in fitting 
brushes to fit special needs? The ceiling 
seems to be the top of everything, and 
needs cleaning much more often than it 
customarily gets. It requires a soft, 
downy brush with a long handle that 
will reach to the farthest corner, for no 
one wishes to risk her safety on a step 
ladder, vainly trying to reach all places 
with 1a short handled broom. An ad-
ditional point in favor of these brushes 
is that they leave no streak as does the 
covered broom. The •ceiling brushes are 
made either of hair or wood which have 
this necessary softness. 
The windows have their own brush of 
a trifie stiffer hair to take off the dust, 
but if washing is necessary, the r ubber 
scraper is a great help. 
The tops of the windows and doors, as 
well as the remainder of the woodwork, 
The Brushes Shown are: 1, Vegetable; 2, Percolator; 3, Bottle; 4, Stove 
5, Whist; 6, Clothes; 7, Radiator; 8, Ceiling; 9, utility; 10, Window 
11, Spoke; 12, Refrigerator; 13, Bottle ; 14, Toilet; 15 and 16, Floor Mop 
17, Hearth; 18, Dust. 
are reached with a brush similar to the 
window brush with an equally long 
handle. 
The floor may have its choice of a hair 
or bristle broom for sweeping and a long 
or triangular string mop for the hard 
wood surfaces. If it needs mopping, then 
the wet string mop is in evidence. A· 
shorter handled mop, chemically treated, 
acts as a dust cloth while one similar to 
the wall brush with the shorter handle 
serves as a hearth broom. 
With the living apartments all cleaned, 
the kitchen really becomes the. head-
quarters for the brushes. One is needed 
for vegetables, either the kind with a 
loop, or 1a small rectangular brush that 
can be pui'Chased anywhere for ten or 
fifteen cents. This same little brush will 
clean the shelves of the refrigerator, 
while a pointed one with rather soft 
bristles and a long wire handle will go 
down the drain pipe of the refrigerator. 
A utility brush with a curved end 
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cleans cupboards and tables or any soiled 
surfaces with very little effort. 
The sink undoubtedly needs cleaning 
more often than does any other part of 
the kitchen and for this there i_s a little 
brush similar to a whisk broom to 
sweep up the fallen particles, or, if the 
sink is very dirty, an ordinary utility 
brush may be used to scrub it. 
A stiff bent handled brush of cocoa 
fibres, will clean the stove of all burnt 
particles, and has the further adVIantage 
of not scorching easily. 
The radiator, most neglected of fix-
tures, whether in kitchen or in parlor, 
has a bla-ck bristle brush with a long 
handle . that quickly and easily removes 
the dust from the narrowest and most 
inaccessable 'areas. 
The bottle brushes are not to be over-
looked, even tho they are more common-
ly in use. There is a large ~?tiff brush for 
the milk bottles, and a smaller one for 
the baby's bottle or any smaller necked 
containers. 
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. Along with the other utensil brushes 
comes the percolator brush, indispensible 
to the coffee drinking family. 
The bath room has its quota of brush 
needs. First is the heavy yellow bristled 
brush for cleaning all the fixtures, and 
next is the shower brush, a fine soft 
white bristled brush, made so that the 
rubber hose can easily be attached to 
the faucet of the bath tub, thus giving a 
delightful shower as the brush is used. 
Nail, hair and flesh brushes are avail-
able in ample Vlarieties and for the most 
fastidious of persons there is even an 
eyebrow brush. 
With so many kinds of brushes, each 
with various uses, the housewife can 
plan to comlbine her needs and in labor 
and time saved can soon pay for those 
most urgently needed, and can buy the 
less needed ones as she feels inclined. 
Lets brush up on our knowledge of 
brushes! 
·Bridal Showers of Blessings 
POETS have through the ages sung of April showers that bring .May-flowers. 
I would call to one of the Muses to ac-
company me on the piano while I sing 
the praises of showei·s in June. It is not 
of showers of rain that I would warble, 
but of-well-every other kind of shower 
under the sun, from handkerchiefs to 
favorite recipes. 
There are so many that I hardly know 
where to begin. I guess I will begin at 
the place where people usually stop, with 
m:fcellaneous. It is such a nice all-in-
<Clusive word, that might mean anything 
from a little hand painted Japenese tea 
pot with a wicker handle, to an embroid· 
ered dresser scarf. I heard, .the other 
day, of a unique way of presenting the 
gifts. They dressed a little two year old 
boy in pink •and lavender, the 'bride's 
chosen colors, and let him pull in a 
little wagon, all bedecked with pink and 
lavender 'bows, and piled high with a 
delightful variety of miscellaneous gifts. 
The invitations for it were white cards, 
on which were pasted tiny lavender and 
pink paper umbrellas. which were open 
and from them dripped a shower of words 
that spelled M-I-S-C-E-L-L-A-N-E-0-U-S 
S-H-0-W-E·R. 
Did you ever hear of a preserve show-
er? Wouldn't it be fun to be a bride and 
have everyone bring you a glass of her 
best apple jelly, a jar of tomato . pre-
serves, candied orange peel, or pickled 
pears? For brides will need such 
delicacies with which to line their pantry 
shelves, before they have experienced 
the first season of cold packing outside 
of a cooking class or mother's kitchen. 
The invi-tations for such a shower could 
be cut in the shape of little fruit jars. 
Or, if the bride you wish to entertain 
has had every kind of a shower you ever 
heard of, why not give her an apron 
shower? Just imagine the joys of un-
wrapping innumerable soft square pack-
ages, and finding aprons of gay cretan, 
or unbleached muslin appliqued with 
flowers and birds, or pink checkered 
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gingham ones, with a big bow sash in 
the back, or organdy ones with hem-
stitched ruffles, for .very 'best, and per-
haps a white oilcloth one with bright 
colored stencil designs on it. It would 
give even the most undomestic of brides 
a glorious thrill to think of flitting about 
in her very own little white kitchen, 
arrayed in one of these lovely aprons, 
preparing Jimmy's favorite cake or 
cookies. 
Another kitchenish sort of shower, is 
one of cooking utensils. Little brown 
crocks, . in which to beat that favorite 
cake, and a wooden spoon with a painted 
handle, and everything else under the 
sun from .tiny aluminum measuring 
spoons to a big blue dish pan. It is fun 
to pile all the gifts in a big packing box 
and ask the little bride to guess what 
each of the bumpy, mysterious, ungainly 
packages are, as she takes them out and 
unwraps them. 
Maybe you don't know until you've tried 
making them, what cunning little hold-
ers can be made from just scraps, per-
haps the scraps you had left from some 
cretan curtains, or a last summer's ging-
ham dress, or some plain material, with 
a funny little cross stitched design on it. 
Burned fingers are one of the sorrows 
of bridedom, and a goodly supply of hold-
ers will eliminate that sorrow. 
Still another of the same type of 
shower is a recipe shower. Everyone 
brings her favorite recipe to be a first 
aid in preparing meals. It would 'he nice 
for the brand new bride, with everything 
equally brand new, to have some old 
"well tried and found true" recipes to 
depend upon when everything else seems 
to have gone wrong. . 
A very different sort of shower is a 
book shower. One might send an invi-
.tation folder like a little book, with the 
tit.Ie, "Book Shower, for Mary Allen" by 
Elizabeth Brown, and put the date inside 
the book. This is one that Jimmy will 
most appreciate, for probably his taste 
won't include the appreciation of recipes, 
"before trying" at least. There is nothing 
that keeps alive the memory of friends 
as much as their name on the fly leaf of 
a well loved book. Wouldn't it be ter-
rible if ' the newlyweds would be all 
ready to sit down for a nice quiet even-
ing on the soft davenport, in front of -their 
very own fireplace, and would turn to 
the built-in lbookcase beside it and find 
there nothing but cast off chemistry text 
books and Fren-ch grammrs! a 
Then there is the handkerchief shower. 
I heard, a shor.t time ago, of a handker-
chief shower, where they were all put 
inside of a bright colored paper parasol 
and the bride had to open it over her 
head. It wa sa shower indeed! Hand-
kerchiefs of white linPn, lovely cobwebby 
lace ones. dainty silk ones, and pink and 
blue and brown checkered gingham ones, 
all fluttered down together. 
Of course there is always the china 
and glass shower. Perhaps it is one of 
the most appreciated of all. For friend s 
will buy that adorable little mayonaisse 
Ret and the tall ice tea glasses th.at the 
bride longed to put in her hope chest, 
but couldn't, because .there were so many 
things she really must have, and adorable 
mayonaisse setR and tall ice tea glasses 
are really luxuries after all. 
And linen too, of course. One's hope 
chest never really has enough little 
emlbroidered linen towels and luncheon 
sets, and pillow cases, no matter how 
long one has worked to fill it. The little 
bride will love most of all the things 
thHt her friends have made for her them-
selves. 
Almost best of all is the silver shower. 
You can find out from the bride's mother, 
what pattern has been decided upon . 
Then you can be sure .that when you go 
to visit her she won't have to stop to 
wash the spoons frantically between 
courses, or borrow a carving set from the 
lady next door. It would be terrible if 
one had to wait until one's silver wed-
ding. such an incomprehP-nsihlP- stretch 
(Continued on p·age 13) 
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WE CAN 'T AFFORD IT THIS. SEASON 
Yes, grandma married without a college education 
and perhaps mother, too, but the world demanded much 
less of mothers then than it does today. Marriage, along 
with every other institution, is changing, and without 
an education it simply "isn't being done" any more. 
It is reasonable to presume that if you marry, you will 
have children, one or many. Economically speaking, 
can you girls just graduating from high school afford 
to marry without further education~ .As someone has 
said, ' 'Tragedy comes once in every person's life,'' and 
your tragedy may be the loss of your husband's life and 
support. If you do not marry again, how are you going 
to care for your children and yourself~ · 
In a recent comparison of women's wages it was found 
that the women specially trained either in colleges or 
special training schools received from · fi£ty-eight to 
ninety per cent higher salaries than did those women 
without training further than high school graduate or 
under graduate work. Can you afford to forfeit this 
difference in the living conditions~ 
With the present extent of your education, and a provi-
dent husband, you could keep your children well clothed 
and dressed and could give them the fundamental train-
ing in home and civic life, and would doubtless be their 
"Mecca" until they themselves had reached the college 
age. From then on your ideas and theories would be 
''back numbers,'' and continually would you hear your-
self excused with "You mustn't expect mother really to 
understand, for she never went to college, you know." 
As you grow older, you will find yourself giving the 
same excuse, adding, ''and I've never tried to keep up 
with all the new-fangled ideas." Don't you want to be 
always ahead of your children~ 
band f Competition demands a higher grade of work 
and of service. If your husband is educated, he will 
expect you to be able to meet the same demands as do 
both he and his associates. If you cannot meet his ex-
pectations, you will be of no help to his progress, nor 
can you gain much happiness from your married life. 
we cannot all afford., nor can some, with their health, 
endure advanced education but any girl . with average 
health· can earn an education in a university, a college 
or a special training school. With this foundation she 
ca:ri face marriage with the as.surance that the future 
life of both she and her children is well protected. 
Can the girl of today afford to sacrifice this privilege 1 
HOME ATMOSPHERE 
What sort of an atmosphere would a stranger feel on 
entering your home? 
Have you ever thot about it~ 
Not long ago we ran across a paragraph on home 
atmosphere in a recent issue of a current magazine. The 
paragraph was short-only a few lines in length, but hav-
ing every line crowded from capital to period with a 
real inspiration. 
''The task that each hour brings the busy mother may 
seem to her to be of firf)t importance, yet it is not the 
things which she does that are of first importance, but 
rather the atmosphere created by her smile while she is 
doing the common every-day tasks which is making life 
influences upon the growing lives intrusted to her care,'' 
the paragraph ran. ''In one home there is an atmosphere 
of hurry-it is felt even by the youngest. In another the 
atmosphere is one of surliness-no word is spoken unless 
absolutely necessary. In another there is an atmosphere 
of subservience to temporal things. Life has no bright 
places and the darkest places are always ahead. Then 
there is the home where the energies of the family are 
r,onstantly centered upon work-just work, always work 
for work's sake, and to get done. Nothing else is ever 
thot of nor talked about. Then there is the home-the 
ideal home where the atmosphere is one of peace and 
restfulness. If there are tasks to be done-and of course 
there are-they are done with a cheerful sort of 'busy-
ness' which creates no friction nor bad dispositions: Does 
the stranger who enters your doors feel the spirit of rest-
fulness as he enters~" 
This is just a bit of the paragraph signed by May 
Hoover Mumaw, and knowing Mrs. Mamaw-knowing-
that she is the wife of a nationally prominent member of 
the farm bureau, the mother of several children, a woman 
of letters and the maker of one of the most ideal homes 
which it has ever been our privilege to enter, we knew 
that you as well as ourselves would be interested. 
WHO IS TO BE BLAMED? 
"Yes it is too bad about Jimmy Bates but the doctors 
had. no chance. The child was simply uncontrollable. It 
might have been different if the little one had been trained 
from babyhood to stand its hurts and knocks. He used 
up so much energy fightin~r the doctors that his strength 
was all gone and he could not be cured." This con-
versation was overheard on the street car not long ago 
and brings to mind a dentist's lament. 
''Children come to my office who are little wrecks as 
to nerves, they go all to pieces fearing to be hurt. The 
actual discomfort of having their baby ills treated lasts 
but a few minutes at the most but the mental agony some 
of them I!O thru leave:; them nervous wrecks for hours. 
Why don't mothers teach their children to control them-
selves and that doctors and dentists have no desire to 
harm them but only to heal ~'' 
This ''why'' of fear is a queer thing and one that is 
almost impossible to overcome if it once implants itself 
in the mind of a child. Persistent explanations of why 
pain must be endured and cultivating the belief that no 
pain is as bad as it ·seems will teach children that thiR 
self control which is so often lacking and the cause of 
much sorrow and unhappiness is a means to happiness, 
not only for themselves but .for all who know them. 
This training may not only lighten their way in life 
but prepares them to face the day when their .chance for 
life may depend upon how well they can control their 
nerves. 
CHERRY OLIVES 
Could you give me a recipe for cherry olives? 
Cher ry olives may be made by first 
washing the cherries, removing all 
blossoms but not the stems. Pack into a 
jar, add four level teaspoons of salt and 
fill the jar with equal por.tions of vinegar 
and water. Seal the jars and allow them 
to s tand for at least two weeks before 
serving. 
REFINISHING A BOOKCASE 
greatly enjoyed the article "Wherein Re-
finishing Makes Refurnishing Easy" by Glenna 
Hesse in the February issue but w ished for 
more detail about the book case. Could you 
furnish m e some m ore information about it as I 
enjoy fixing up such things. 
The bookcase mentioned was of the 
open type. The shelves were held to-
gether by side pieces, the corners of 
which were cut off at the top for decora-
tion. The wood used was pine store 
boxes. The edges of the front had 
strips of melon crates tacked on for 
decoratfon. This was sand papered until 
smooth and stained with a dar k mahogany 
stain. The stairi was allowed to dry a s 
this makes a darker finish. Commercial 
paste filler was rubbed all over the case 
to keep the varnish from soaking into the 
wood. Valspar was used on the case so 
water would not harm the finish . The 
varnish was finally rubbed down with 
pumice stone and water. If so desired 
the whole may be given a coat of wax 
to give a dull finish. 
FROSTED FINISH ON FURNITURE 
I am refinish ing some old wicker furniture and 
should like to have a frosted finish. How can I 
do t his? · 
Paint the furni.ture with a dark paint, 
the color you desire for the back ground 
and wh en dry, cover with white flat 
paint. While it is still wet, rub off the 
white paint and the desir ed effect is ob-
tained. 
CLEANING STOVE PARTS 
How can I clean the pipes and fixtures in my 
rras stove ? They have become clog ged and the 
heat is not as intense as usual. 
Boil a ll parts that you desire cleaned 
in a weak solu tion of lye water. The lye 
will not affect the par ts because they are 
of cast iron. 
CARE OF STEEL WOOL 
What can I do to keep the s teel wool that I 
use for scouring from rusting from one day to 
another? 
If you will rub the wool well with soap 
it will not rust. 
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DISCOLORED BEETS 
Sometimes in cooking red beets I find that they 
brown or bleach entirely. Can you tell me how 
to prevent this? 
Th e presence of alkali causes this 
brown coloration . The color may be re· 
stored to brill iancy by the addition of a 
little acid. Vinegar added to the water 
after the beets have cooked will improve 
the color. Do not add until cooked, as 
the acid tends to retard cooking and 
makes a harder cooked product. 
NAVY BEANS SOAKED IN SODA 
WATER 
What effect does soda have on the cooking of 
navy beans? 
Soda gives the beans a deeper yellow 
color. If it is added to the water in 
which the beans are soaked rather than 
to the first water in cooking you will 
find tha:t th e · time of cooking will be 
shortened. 
COOLING MELONS WITHOUT ICE 
In the country where it is impossible to g-et ice 
how cfln WP! cool watermelons so they will be 
good to eat? 
If :vou wran a wet cloth around the 
Irelons and put them out in the sun you 
will find that the sun extracts the mois-
t.nre oo r:widly that the rate of evapora-
tion will lower the temperature. 
HOME ECONOMICS ENTERTAIN-
MENTS 
I woulrl like to know the names of s ome ,.rood 
nlav~ suitable for characterization bv h ome eco-
nomics students. 
We have r eceived so manv reqtiest.s of 
•he same anture that we will r efer all 
Af them to th e following plays which mav 
ho nrocured from the Exten<;ion Servic~ 
r1eoartrnPnt of Iowa State College. "High 
~nhnnl GirlR Clothe<; Line." "What to 
Eot," and "Milk Fairies Pageant." 
P ECTIN 
How can nectin be proca?rd? I understand 
that it is u.;;ed to cau"'e fruits to jell. 
PE>ctin is present. in green fruits . It 
can be made bv boi!in{\" or~nge or lemon 
nee!. or it can be purchased in a com-
Irercial form. 
POTATOES SHOIJ L n NOT BE CUT 
CROSSWISE 
Why is it th"t potatoes cut for boiling should 
be cut lengthwise ? 
If cut crosRwise. the f.llb11lar cells, 
which carry the food mated~ ] <; down 
from the leave R, lo"e their fnod value, it 
being soluble in water . 
9 
POTATO WATER TURNS DARK 
What causes t he water on boiled potatoes to 
turn dark, somet imes almost black? 
The alkalinity of the water in which 
the potatoes are cooked causes it to tui·n 
dark, due to a chemical r eaction which 
takes place. 
TO KEEP MOTHS AWAY 
I have only a small place for storing clothes 
and do n ot wish to use camphor balls. What 
can I use s ince I have no cedar chest ? 
Wrap the garments in newspapers and 
the odor of the ink will keep away the 
moths. 
REMOV I NG FISH SMELL 
h there anything that I can do to remove the 
fish smell from a frying pan? 
This may easily be done by heating 
some dry sal.t in the pan. 
CR EAMY FUDGE 
r.:·omf'times when I make fudge it turns to sugar 
and then a gain I make it, seemingly the same 
WRY, and it gets just as creamy as anyone could 
wish. Som e people tell me that stirring wh ile 
rot rauses suj:."aring, but I always stir 1t while 
cooking- and often get a creamy result. 
If the butter is added first, fudge may 
be stirred all of the time it is boiling 
without harmful re•mlts but it should 
"ever be agihted after removing from 
the fire until sufficiently cold or it will 
tnrn to sugar. 
The fat g-obules in the buteer tend to 
keep the tinv sugar crystals apart by 
forming a wall around them. Never stir 
'"hile cooking unless the butter has been 
added. 
ST RAWBERRY SUN-SHIN E 
W<'~nld :·nu p ublif:.lt a r ecipe for "Strawberry 
3un'"'hine Preserves ?" 
"Cherries, curr ants, raspberri P.s or 
strawberries alone or a. combination of 
two-thirds currantR and one-third rasp-
berries may be cooked by this method. 
"D'lmpnP.ss is a great foe to successful 
Rlln cookery. The berries should be 
washed. <:appeil, stemmed, drained, and 
mea sured. Allow an equal weight of 
Rugar for fruit. For each two pounds of 
herries measure one-fourth cupful of 
herry juice and beat with the s11g~r . 
Cook and pour over the whole bf'r r ies in 
!'hallow trays. Stand in the sun for 
t.hree or four days, bringing iniloor<; each 
night. Allow the frnit to rem ain in the 
Sl'n until H is well plumped and the 
!wrup h~ ~ t.hickAnf' il to almost a jelly. 
If th P ~nn fa il<; t.o Rhine, keep the pre-
serves in a cool oven." 
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Who's There and Where 
By JEANETTE BEYER 
In April occurred a very sad event, 
the death of Mrs. Sally Stalker Smith, 
following by a few weeks the death of her 
sister Miss Margaret Stalker. The young· 
er graduates will no doubt remember 
Mrs. Smith only as the little old lady 
who lived in the "Gables" south of the 
President's Knoll, a little old lady in a 
shiny silk dress, with stooped shoulders, 
and vivid eyes, who longed so hopefully 
for seven years to get well. 
But to the older graduates, the news 
of Mrs. Smi.th's death will bring an 
awakening of memories, memories of 
the time perhaps when Sally Stalker was 
a gay college girl; when Dr. Smith 
brought his little wife back to Ames and 
the couple were so in love with them· 
selves and the little daughter, Hannah; 
when Sally Stalker Smi.th, saddened by 
the loss of her beloved husband and 
sixteen year old daughter, began again 
to take up the threads of life and became 
the first preceptress of Margaret Hall. 
There are those that will remember her 
as mistress of the "Gables," living with 
her brother Dr. Stalker and taking care 
of him. And finally after the death of 
her brother she became as we younger 
ones know her, a sad, lonesome, old lady, 
broken in health and spirit, always wish· 
ing to get well. 
In her will she has stated that "The 
Gables." her las.t home, shall be given to 
Iowa State College after Mrs. Swearigan, 
her sister, is through with it. 
May it never come to pass that in fu-
ture years these beautiful traditional 
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grounds be cut into city lots, nor that the 
grand old English house be torn down 
for more modern buildings. Rather let 
it stand as a monument to that splendid 
woman whose life has been so inextric-
ably bound with that of Iowa State Col 
lege. That in future years gay young 
voices may once again chorus through 
lhe halls and corridors, as did Sally 
Stalker Smith's own, and as she had 
long ago dreamed her daughter's would. 
Contrary to custom, commencement 
will be held on Monday, June 12, this 
year instead of Wednesday as has been 
the previous custom. The commence-
ment speaker is Henry C. Wallace, 
United States Secretary ·of Agriculture, 
and a graduate of Iowa State College. 
Secretary Wallace entered in the class 
of '87, but in his freshman year he 
dropped out and married a freshman, 
May Broadhead, a classmate of Miss My-
ra "\Vhited's, and a niece of J. 'Tinley 
Brooks, ex-senator from Iowa. 
Several years later Mr. Wallace re-
turned to college and finished in '92, the 
same year as did Prof. L. B. Spinney. 
After teaching at Ames for several years 
in the agriculture department, he went 
to Des Moines wh ere he joined his father 
in publishing Wallac's Farmer. 
"It's a busy world," thinks Miss Fern 
Stover, manager of "The Maples," a new 
tea room which has been opened in Mrs. 
Stanton's home. The tea room, which is 
a delightful affair with its golden orange 
curtains and numerous small tables at-
tractively placed, has achieved immediate 
success. Already. it has been the source 
of a great deal of pleasure to many stu-
dents and faculty who have found it an 
ideal place for dinner parties and lunch· 
eons. 
"And often there are two a day," com-
mented Miss Stover, "I'll be glad to get 
home at the end of school and have a 
rest." 
During the summer "The Maples" is 
to be managed by Mildred Potts and Elsie 
Wilson, both of '18. They have been 
teaching at Cherokee, Iowa. Mildred 
Potts, who is Mrs. Stanton's niece, will 
take charge of the tea room next year. 
Jessie Davidson Gaylord, '05, stopped 
at Ames recently with her two-year-old 
daughter, Janet, on a visit to her sister 
Mrs. Dr. Budge. They have now re-
turned to their home at Mt. Clare, New 
Jersey, where Mr. Gaylord is vice presi-
dent of the Atlantic Pacifiic Gulf Dredg-
Co., a company of which Mr. George W. 
Cat.t was formerly president. 
Cora Roberts Davis (Mrs. H. K.) '09, is 
living in Ames where her husband is con-
nected with the Highway Commission de-
partment. For several years after their 
marriage they lived in the Philippines 
where Mr. Davis was doing engineering 
work. 
Ava Johnson '16, or "Johnnie" as she 
was known at Ames, stopped here Satur-
day, May 20, for an over night visit be-
fore she left for Columbia University 
where she is to spend her summer study-
ing journalism. Johnnie took lots of 
journalism at Iowa State and won her 
journalism A in her senior year. After 
graduation slie attended Columbia for 
some time but during this last year she 
has been in newspaper work and in teach-
ing. 
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June Special 
The Newest 
Models of 
Summer 
HATS 
$1.95 to$7.95 
SEE OUR LINE OF 
BATHING 
MIDDY 
BLOU SES 
$1.50 to $5.00 
R & G and 
MOD ART 
CORSETS 
...._ 
SUITS $1.00 tO $8.50 
M ADE TO 
. SUITS s2RD5o SILK HOSE $1.50 to $12.50 FOR : AKING $1.00to$3.00 
HOUSE 
DRESSES $1 95 SATLAETTE $3 • PRINCESS SLIPS . N EW 
'KERCHIEFS 
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Seasonable Desserts of Fruits 
and Berries 
By N. BETH BAILEY 
Associate Professor of Home Economics 
LET'S give pies a rest. Fruit and berries are plentiful this time of the 
year and the housewife can rejoice in 
this opportunity to give her family those 
healthful fruit desserts, which r equire so 
little time for preparation. Since the 
season is short for each type of berry 
and fruit, we can enjoy them once or 
twice a day while they last. Although 
fruit served with bread and butter, simple 
cookies or cake are the most aoceptable, 
yet the ingenuous housewife tries many 
differ ent combinations of these same in-
gredients. 
Berry shortcake is very fine, but for a 
change, roll out the shortcake or rich 
baking powder biscuit dough into a rect-
angle one-fourth inch thick; spread with 
slightly crushed berries or jam; roll and 
cut as for cinnamon rolls; bake in a hot 
oven thirty minutes. Serve with cream, 
soft custard, or thickened berry juice. 
Sliced fruit or crushed berries are well 
served when in cream puff cases, on 
slices of jelly roll, on pieces of sponge 
or plain cake, or on Scandanavio.n 
rosettes. 
Another good way to use berries is to 
take either crushed berries or the juice 
alone, add to lemon sauce and use on 
ice cream, corn starch, tapioca or bread 
pudding, baked custard or dry cake. To 
make the lemon sauce, use the following 
recipe: 
Lemon Sauce 
Mix one-half cup sugar and 1 table· 
spoon cornstarch. 
Add one cup boiling fruit juice. 
Boil 5 minutes. 
Add one tablespoon lemon juice. 
Serve hot or cold. 
Gelatin desserts are best served in 
winter, yet .on e may nicely use a whipped 
gelatin dessert with fruit. The secret 
in whipping gelatin is to have the liquid 
jelly at just the right temperature before 
beginning to beat. Make . a gelatin mix-
ture as directed on the package, turn into 
a deep container, as a quart measure, or 
granite pail. Cool until it is the con-
sistency of thick cream, then beat con-
stantly with a Dover egg beater , using 
a tablespoon now aPd then to prevent 
the gelatin from hardening in the cor-
ners. If correctly done, the liquid will 
triple itself, and become light colored 
and stiff enough to hold its shape when 
dropped from a spoon. Now fold in the 
crushed fruit and berries, or sprinkle the 
berries on top of the mound of whipped 
gelatin. There is no need to use white of 
egg or cream in preparing this most :;tp-
petizing and attractive berry dessert. 
Another fruit dessert is a fruit or berry 
whip. Mash the fruit or berries and 
sweeten to taste. To each cup of fruit 
add one teaspoon of lemon juice. Fold 
in the stiffly beaten whites of .two eggs, 
put into greased individual or single 
molds, and bake in a slow oven one half 
hour. Serve hot or cold. 
One or two kinds of berries may be 
mixed with half their measure of cocoa-
nut and marshmallows cut fine. This 
mixture if c.hilled thoroly before serving 
makes a delicious dessert. 
As to watermelon- it may be cut into 
one inch cylinders by using an apple 
corer, shaped into balls by using a 
French vegetable cutter, or cut into 
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i r l Girls! ! 
i Let us pack your picnic lunch. 
VVe take orders--
Salad Dressing 
Cakes 
Sandwiches 
Pies 
COTTAGE TEA ROOM 
One Block VV est of Gym 
Phone 284 
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·Poole Beauty Shop 
Soft W atcr Shampooing 
Marceling-Water Waving 
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Your battery troubles are solved. j 
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station for distilled water and you 
can ride in peace .. 
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"The Best Known" 
"Known As the Best" 
PHOENIX HOSIERY 
Ladies' and Men's 
A lso Children's 
A ll Shades 
A ll Prices 
GUS MARTIN 
Pay Less Dress Better 
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cubes. Pile on a mound of cracked ice. 
Sprinkle with salt and garnish with 
fresh mint. This is served as a most at-
tractive cocktail. Honey dew melons 
. and cantaloupes may be served in the 
same way. Chilled watermelon may be 
cut into three inch cubes, and six or 
eight salted almonds stuck on the top of 
each cube. This may be used as either 
cocktail or dessert. 
Of course, the ever-widening possibili-
ties of fruit sherbets, ices and ice cream:; 
are known to most housewives. What 
could be a more acceptable and at the 
same time more healthj'ul for a dessert? 
Now why, oh why do we continue to 
serve pie three or four times a week? To 
be sure berry pies are good and we like 
to try each kind as its season comes, but 
let them be comparatively few in num-
ber and use the one-crust pies when 
possible. 
A good pie crust to use in hot weather 
is made as follows: Heat a mixing bowl, 
add one scant cup of tat. Pour on one-
half cup of boiling water. Stir until 
blended. Add three cups of flour, sifted 
with a haH teaspoon of salt and one-
fourth teaspoon of baking powder. This 
dough may be used at once, or wrapped 
in oil!id paper and left in the ice box 
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Do not buy inferior hand bags. 
Get the genuine hand tooled 
1 bags made by • 
i 
. ..J Tfte ~[. J~c = uova. uno~ ~ 
Buffalo i 
L. C. TALLMAN 
Jeweler 
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· until needed. This crust is always tender 
regardless of heat or amateur mixing. 
When making single crust pies, bake 
the crust on the bottom of a pie tin, or 
for individual pies cover the bottoms of 
large sized gem pans. Prick each crust 
to allow the escape of air. Bake and 
cool. When ready to serve, fill the crust 
with fresh berries or sliced fruit. Top 
with whipped cream or meringue. 
Why not make it a rule not to serve 
the same kind of fruit twice in the same 
way thi s summer- unless the family 
simply insists on it-and see just how 
many delicious new fruit desserts can be 
made. 
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The Quality Loaf 
BUTTER I 
NUT I 
BREAD 
I BATES BAKING COMPANY 
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Montag's I 
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Fashionable Writing 
PAPERS 
Practical but Distinctly Smart. 
Be sure to see our display often. 
JUDISCH BROS. 
Drugs Prescriptions 
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ANY 
VESTA 
SERVICE STATION 
Is a safe place for 
a car owner to go. 
BATTERY & ELECTRIC 
SERVICE CO. 
Phone 567 110 Main St. 
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Ames· 
A CORI~EC'l' AND CHARMING 
COS'l'UME OF ANY HOUR OF 
THE DAY IS QUICKLY SELECTED 
IN OUR APPAREL SECTION. 
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BRIDAL SHOWERS OF BLESSINGS 
(Continued from page 7) 
of years, to have lovely silver given to 
one. 
One of the most original showers I 
have ever heard of was given by the 
groom's friends. They scornfully shunned 
the idea of dishes or linen or any other 
of the conventional gifts, and, man like, 
thought of a wonderful idea of eliminat-
ing work for the bride and groom. They 
bought everything they could find that 
was made of paper, napkins, whole sets 
of dishes, paper aprons, towels, cooking 
bags, and everything else that they could 
find. They wanted to illustrate how 
practical their gifts were, so some of the 
men dressed in little paper aprons and 
caps, and carried paper napkins and 
plates to all the guests. Then they 
served chicken, which had been cooked 
in one of the paper bags, and paper bags . 
of rolls, and oil paper cups of coffee, 
then ice cream in paper dishes with 
. paper spoons. Even though I don't be-
lieve the newlyweds took to permanently 
using paper exclusively, still i.t made a 
very clever and different shower, and the 
gifts found plenty of usage for picnic 
parties. 
These are surely the showers of bless-
ing that we sang about in Sunday school. 
Even if we can't all be brides in June, or 
at least all the same June, we can have 
the fun of helping in the showerings that 
seem .to be always going on. 
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FOR YOUR WEINER 
ROASTS 
See Me 
Lincoln Way 
Market 
+·-·-··-·-··-·-··-·-·-··-··-·-·-+ 
+----·--·-·--·-·--·--··-·--··-··-·-·+ i 
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Folks-
You can get your 
LIGHT LUNCHES 
ICE CREAM 
SOFT DRINKS 
- at-
1 West Gate ! 
1 Restaurant 
t . +-··-·-··-··--··-·-··-·-·-,·---+ 
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w~r' CRANDALL'S w~r' 1 
BOOT SHOP 
DES MOINES, IOWA 
1 The Home of the Famous--
!11 "Y.W." 
SHOES FOR WOMEN 
I Brown Kid Oxfords $8.50 I Brown Calf Oxfords $8.00 
i Black Kid Oxfords $8.00 I i 
I 5 Different. Toes 5 Different Heels i 
t I +·--·--·--·-·-·-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
+•-••-••-••-••-••-••-•11-•a-••-••-•~t-••-•M-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-•1+ 
i i 
. COMPO BOARD CORNELL BOARD i_i 
SHEETROCK { Do Your Remodeling NOW 
Spahn & Rose Lumber Company 
0. G. Gray, Manager Phone 264 
+••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-~•-••-•-••-~~~-••-••-n•-n•-••-••-••-••-••-••--+ 
. +·-·--··-··-··-·--··-··-··-··-·--··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-·---··-··-··-·--·-·+ 
J t 
I ItDoesn'tMatter i 
! 
! 
t 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
IF IT'S A MOVE, CRATING 
OR STORAGE 
We Can Handle It 
Dragoun Transfer & Storage 
Company 
.. Serves You Right, 
I . +·-------·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-~~·-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-l-tlll-1+ 
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Forget It All,And a Picnick, 
ing Go! 
By ELEANOR MURRAY 
WINTER picnics with a brisk fire, sizz-ling bacon, hot fragrant coffee and a 
winter skyline of scarlet are to the out-
door person, who loves to tramp through 
snow, dressed in wooly hose, short skir-t 
or· knickers, warm tam and sheepskin, 
fascinating, but for the r est, the major-
ity, spring and summer picnics have the 
stronger appeal. 
May and early June picnics are the 
most delightful day time affairs, and 
while . of course picnics are in "good 
form" at practically any hour of the day, 
those early morning ones in June by far 
exceed the others. It is hard to get up 
at the time, .but seeing the sun stretch up 
from some cloud fragments and set the 
dewdrops twinkling is alone payment 
enough and -that wide awake exhilerating, 
early-morning feeling only makes it 
"three times over" worth while. 
Never carry anything on a picnic that 
can be left at home-a good rule is to 
plan to bring nothing back, but if you 
want eggs, although they can be roasted, 
you had. better take a frying pan or best 
yet one of those compact camp cook out-
fits with two frying pans, cups for two, 
coffee pot, broiling rack and room for 
two forks, two spoons and a paring knife 
(matches and salt may be tucked in). 
All of this occupies a space about twelve 
inches long and four inches wide and 
weighs about a pound and a half. Of 
course a morning picnic is ruined with-
out bacon, but never ruin the bacon by 
cooking it in a frying pan- roasting 
sticks are best. 
Fruit- strawberries, oranges, grape-
fruit or fresh pineapple (sugared fruit 
may be carried in waxed sherbet con-
tainers which can be burned), bacon, 
eggs if desired, rolls or buttered bread 
and coffee makes up a delicious break-
fast and it's true the woodsy flavor 
+·-··-··- ··- ··- ··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·1+ i 
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NOTICE 
When on your vacation at 
CLEAR LAKE 
visit the 
LA1KEVIEW BEAUTY 
PARLOR 
a branch of the 
MARINELLO 
COMFORT SHOP 
Same service, same prep-
arations, same methods as 
used here. i 
I BLANCHE DICKINSON i . l,_,_,_,_,.~~.~~.~ .. -.. _.,_,_,l 
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i 1 i Whitman's 
I 
i 
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i 
J 
Crane's 
Foss 
Chocolates 
THE 
CHOCOLATE 
SHOP 
1 Luncheonette and Soda 
I 
+ ·-··-··-··';!- ··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·--·+ 
t·-~~-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ I . 
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Is a very appropriate gift for 
graduation presents. Make 
your selection from our com-
plete assortment. 
TRUEBLOOD'S 
Shoe Store 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
+·-·~-··-··--·-··-··--·--·--·-··--·--._.+ 
+•-!•-··-·--···-··-·--··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
I 
1 A. L. Champlin 
i STORES 
i i Phones 151, 152, 1195 
I 
! -+·-··-··--·-··-··-··-··~··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
+·-··-··- ··---··-·-··-··-··-·- ··-··-·+ 
f Ames f I 
f Shining Parlor 
i U p-to-Date Shoe 
i Repairing 
i and 
J Hat Cleaning 
+~-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-·+ 
+-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-·+ 
WHAT 
-you want; 
WHEN 
I - you want it; 
i THE WAY 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
-you want it; 
+·-·--·-··--·-··--·-··-··--·-··--·--·-·+ . 
+·-·-....-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-·-··---·-··-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-··-··-·-··-·.-..+ i I 
i 1 
I A.M. NORRIS I ! ! 
l CASH GROCERY ! 
. 1 
t . !'The House That Quality Built" i 
. i I Phone 311 Ames, Iowa ! 
+·-----·--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·-··--·--·-·-··-··-··-·-·-·---··-··-··-·-·-·+ 
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CANNING WITHOUT MOTHER FOR A HELPER 
(Continued from page 4) 
Cook in Hot Water 
PRODUCTS 
FRUITS 
Apples ___ ---------------------------------------
Apricots _ ----------------------------------------
Blackberries _______ - -----------------------------
Cherries _____ ----___ -----------____ --------------
Currants -----------------------------------------
Gooseberries -------------------------------------
Grapes ------------------------------------------
Peaches -----------------------------------------
Pears -------------------------------------------
Pineapples ---------------------------------------
Plums -------------------------------------------
Raspberries --------------------------------------
Rhubarb ---------------------------------~-------
Strawberries -------------------------------------
GREENS, ROOTS, TUBERS : 
Asparagus ---------------------------------------
Beets --------------------------------------------
Cabbage or Sauerkraut ---------------------------
Carrots ------------------------------------------
Cauliflower ______ --------------------------------
Dandelions ___________ ----------------------------
Greens, all other kinds ---------------------------
Parsnips, Turnips, etc. ---------------------------
Pumpkin ----------------------------------------
Spinach -----------------------------------------
Squash ------------------------------------------
Sweet Potatoes ----------------------------------
OTHER VEGETABLES 
Beans (Lima or String) --------------------------
Corn (on c.ob or cut off) ---- - ---- - --------- -------
Peas ---------------------------- ----------------
Tomatoes ----------------------------------------
* MEATS AND SOUPS 
Beef and Pork -----------------------------------
Poultry ----------____ --------------- :. ___ - --------
Fish ---------------------------------------------
Soup Mixtures -----------------------------------
* Cook 30 minutes in open kettle to reduce bulk. 
makes it just three times as good as 
ordinary breakfast at home. For varia-
tion toast bread over the coals and per-
haps sprinkle sugar and cinnamon 
(which was carried In the camp cook 
compact) over the melting butter and lo 
- modern .tea party daintiness in a close-
to-nature atmosphere. 
Scald Bath at Boil-
or Blanch ing Temperature 
Minutes Minutes 
1lh 20 
1 to 2 16 
No 16 
No 16 
No 16 
No 16 
No 16 
1 to 2 16 
llh 20 
No 30 
No 16 
No 16 
No 10 to 16 
No 8 to 16 
2 .to 4 90 
6 90 
6 to 15 90 
6 90 
3 to 6 90 
10 to 15 90 
10 to 15 90 
6 90 . 
* 60 10 to 15 90 
* 60 6 90 
2 to 5 · 120 
5 to 8 180 
2 to 5 120 
1 to 3 22 
No 240 
No 240 
No 180 
No 90 
At noon and evening picnics there are 
the proverbial baked beans, potato salad 
and the "pickle we cannot do without." 
Forget the beans and salad once and 
broil steak over the coals- mushrooms 
in season are a delicious addition. If 
there is time bake potatoes in the coals 
and no "potato on the half shell" in au 
exclusive hotel · ever tasted like these. 
Olives or radishes are splendid substi-
tutes for the pickle and if you don't care 
for coffee or are tired of it, a can of con-
densed milk with cocoa and sugar, which 
can be mixed at horne and put in an 
envelope will make mighty fine hot 
chocolate. Buttered rolls and cookies or 
cakes with perhaps some fruit will fill out 
the menu. But don't forget the marshmal-
lows for nothing takes the place of a big, 
puffy, well browned marshmallow poked 
towards one on the end of a long roast-
ing stick. 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·--··-~~·-··-·+ 
Fathers work may be such that he 
can't go early in the morning so surprise 
him on his evening return with a packed 
lunch consisting wholly of cold foods with 
a thermos bottle of iced tea, and carry 
him off to the woods for supper. 
Picnics to be most delightful must be 
informal- there are no exact menus to 
follow. Take what you want or what you 
i i 
i ANNEX J 1 . 
J Tailors & Cleaners I 
i Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing J i Rug Cleaning i 
i Ladies' Work A Specialty I 
i Phone 369 224 Main St. I 
i I +........._..----·--·---·---+ 
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r--·-··-.. _ .. _.,_·-·-.. -··-.. -··-· 
I Elwell-Field 
I Shoe Co. 
! 
I 508 Walnut St. 
Des Moines 
Sport 
Oxfords 
PRICES 
$5 to $10 
·--------------+ 
16 
have-the atmosphere really makes the 
picnic, not the food- and don't plan in 
advance for picnics because it will 
probably rain. If the picnic spirit de-
scends upon you, obey its suggestion, 
gather up the family ( .take one or more 
friends if you haven't a family) and go. 
In addition to fooling the weather the 
impromptness only serves to make it 
more interesting. 
T H E M IDGET EME RGENCY KIT 
Cut a piece of suede leather 471! inches 
long by 2%, inches wide. Turn up one 
eild of leather, across the width, to form 
a uocket and baste. Trim off the two 
opposite corners a,t the other end, making 
a point in the center. Stitch on machine 
close to edge all the way around -the kit. 
Put one half of a snap on the underside 
of the point. Turn pocket end up once 
at.d put the other half of the snap on the 
ltit where it will snap closed. 
Ft-r the emP.':-;!ency tackl'l is needed a 
p•iece of felt, preferably white, 2% inches 
• long by 1 inch. Snip all around edges. 
Arrange a variety of pins, both plain and 
safety and needles in the felt. 
A piece of stiff white paper 1% inches 
long by %, inches wide makes a good reel 
for both black and white thread. 
Place the pin<;, needles and thread in 
the pocket and a few small hair pins. 
Your kit is folded, fastened, ready for 
THE lOW A HOMEMAKER 
your pocket book and any ripping ex-
perience you may have may be taken 
care of without an inconvenience or em-
barrassment to you. 
One of these little midgets cost eighty 
cents at an Arts and Craft store, while 
this one can be made for about one-fifth 
as much. 
+·-··-··- ··-··-··- ··-··- ··-··-·11- 11- 11- 1+ 
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use 
Harris' Ammonia 
and Bluing 
as well as 
1 FRANK E. HARRIS CO. Inc. I ,_,,_.,_,,_.,_,,_,,~.,_.,_,,_.,_,,_,_,J. 
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Of all the good things to eat 
O'Neil's Velvet Ice Cream 
is the greatest treat. It com· 
hines a delicious dessert and 
nutritious food. We have 
many flavors on hand in 
bricks and bulk. Call62 for 
detailed information. 
O'Neil Dairy Company I L_._~_:_:_~~-.. -·--·~ 
+·-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-··- ··-·- ·-··- + l Pay Attention I 
towhatyou i 
EAT 
Summer days mean hot 
days and you will suffer 
unless you select the 
proper foods. 
Eat at 
The COLLEGE 
INN 
We offer the best in table 
delicacies. Food for the 
discriminating served to 
your taste. 
Summer School 
Students 
Breakfast will be served 
starting at 6:30. Eat 
early in the cool of the 
day. 
THE COLLEGE 
CAFETERIA 
(Alumni Hall) 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
. John Nelson, Manager j 
I = 
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